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Abstract 

Minimization of a nonlinear out.put least squares objective function consisting of 
both concentration and pressure residuals is used to estimate parameters representing 
hydraulic conductivities. Details of objective function construction and behavior, nu
merical optimization, forward simulation of flow and transport, mapping of parameters 
to computational hydraulic conductivities, computational needs and numerical results 
are discussed. Inclusion of concentration data creates a smooth and convex objective 
function from which hydraulic conductivities can he retrieved with accuracy. 

1 Introduction 

This report summarizes the numerical results of parameter identification by minimization 
of pressure and concentration residual!,. This research differs from most previous parameter 
identification done for this problem because concentration data from transport simulations 
is included in addition to data from flow simulations, rather than minimizing only pressure, 
or flow, residuals. Various aspects of the problem a.re discussed. Section 2 addresses the 
construction of the objective function used for optimization and some variants that could be 
considered for future work. Section 3 discusses the details of the numerical implementation 
and programming. We discuss difficulties observed and suggest possible resolutions of these, 
in section 4. In the la.st sections, numerical results, conclusions, and ideas for further work 
are given. 

*Dept. of Computational & Applied Mathematics; P.O. Box 1892 - M.S. 134; Houston, TX 77251-1892 
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2 Objective Function 

We originally attempted a two-step process consisting of separate optimizations of two 
different objective functions. The first step would have been to solve 

(1) 

which incorporates only pressure data, with respect to the model parameters 0(1 ) E R1, 

where 

nx 

Wp 

p(xi) 
p( Xi, I(( 0(1))) 

I((0(1>) 

number of model parameters 0(1
) 

number of spatial data points Xi 

weighting factor for pressures 

pressure data to be matched 

pressure data at current iterate 

hydraulic conductivity field. 

The lower dimensional model para.meter space R1 in equation (1) would give a solution 
0(1)* E R1, which would be a coarse first approximation to the hydraulic conductivity field. 

The second step was to be minimization of an objective function incorporating both 
pressure and concentration data, 

where 

mm 
0(2) ERh 

½ ( I:~1 wp( p (x;) - J> (xi, K(0( 2
))) )

2 + 

Li:I Lj1!1 Wc(C(Xi,tj)-c(Xi,tj,I((0(2
))))

2
), 

h number of parameters 0(2
) 

nt number of temporal data points tj 

We weighting factor for concentrations 

c( Xi, tj) concentration data to be matched 

c(xi, tj, K(0(2l)) = concentration data at current iterate. 

The initial guess for the optimization given by equation (2) would be 

where 

I: R1
----+ R" h > l 

(2) 

(3) 

is an interpolation operator from the smaller dimensional space to the higher one. Thus 
the number of model parameters for the optimization given by equation (2) is larger. This 
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Figure 1: Objective Function with Pressure Data Only 

higher dimensional set would give a refined image of the desired hydraulic conductivity 
field. [2] 

Because we are simulating without pumping wells, with homogeneous Dirchlet boundary 
conditions, and with a stratum model (which will be clarified in sections 3.3 and 5), we can 
derive the solution for pressure analytically, using separation of variables. The closed form 
solution is a linear pressure profile which has no dependence upon hydraulic conductivity. 
Thus the pressure data used in equation ( 1) are totally insensitive to changes in parameter 
values. Figure 1 shows pressure-only objective function values along a line passing through 
the "true" solution, where the "true" solution is that combination of model parameters 
which correspond to the hydraulic conductivity field from which the data to be matched 
were generated. Demonstrating this insensitivity, the "true" ( though indiscernible) solution 
occurs between indices 97 and 98. 

Because of this insensitivity, we changed our algorithm to a single optimization, using 
only the objective function with pressure and concentration data combined, given by equa
tion (2). A plot of this objective function in Figure 2 (along the same line of parameter 
values as in Figure 1), shows that this objective function is smooth, convex, and decreasing 
to the solution. In the first plot one can see "flatness" near the true solution, which dis
guises the fact that the value does increase away from the solution. This increase is visible 
in the semi-log plot. 

We did not use regularization terms [3] in the objective function for our test problems. 
However, for problems in three dimensions with more complicated model parameter assign
ments, it may be advisable to minimize an objective function plus a penalty term. The 
penalized version of equation ( 1) would he 

(4) 

and the penalized version of equation (2) would be 

min ½C~:::i~l wp(p(x;)-rj(xi,K(0<2>)))2 + 
9(2)eRh 

(5) 
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Figure 2: Objective Function with Pressure and Concentration Data 

where the penalty function J is of the form 

with 

0 

p 

K*(x) 

P(x, 0) 
R-1 

J(0) = (I(*(x) - P(a:, 0)f R-1(I(*(x) - P(x, 0)) 

0(1) 

{ 0(2) 
for equation ( 4) 
for equation ( 5) 

penalty constant 

known values of hydraulic conductivity at well bores 

map of model para.meters at well bore data locations 

known covariance matrix. 

(6) 

The addition of this term to either objective function penalizes the objective function by 
increasing its value at model parameter iterates which deviate from known information 
about the hydraulic conductivity field. Implementation of a penalized objective function 
can be simplified by rewriting the penalty term, using the assumption of positive definite 
R-1 , as 

J(0) = (I(*(x)- P(x,0)f LLT(I(*(x)- P(x,0)) (7) 
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where R-1 = LLT is the Cholesky matrix decomposition. Thus, the penalty term takes 
the form of an inner product 

J(0) = (LT(K*(x)- P(x,0))f(LT(IC(x)- P(x,0))) (8) 

and can be expressed as the sum 

nbd nbd 

J(B) = YT y = L (L lm,k(J(*(xk) - P(xk, 0)))2) (9) 
m=l k=l 

where 

nbd number of known hydraulic conductivity data J(* at well bores 

lm,k = entries of the Cholesky factor matrix 

Xk spatial locations of well bore data 

Using this form, we can include the penalty term by increasing the length of the vector of 
residuals, and continue to exploit the structure of the matrices that arise when minimizing 
least squares residuals. [11],[6],[13] 

3 Numerical Implementation 

The numerical implementation has three major components: a pressure or flow simulator, 
a concentration or transport simulator, and an optimization routine. In addition, two 
smaller codes provide vital links. The function evaluation subroutine maps the current 
model parameters to the hydraulic conductivity field, calls the simulators, extracts the 
needed data, and constructs the vector of residuals. The main driver initializes variables 
needed by the optimization routine and controls the minimization process. 

3.1 Optimization 

The optimization of our composite objective function is an iterative process consisting of 
the following steps: 

1. Estimate model parameters 0. 

2. Map model parameters 0 to computational hydraulic conductivities K. 

3. Simulate flow using the resulting J(. 

4. Construct pressure data residuals. 

5. Simulate transport using the velocities generated by the flow simulator. 

6. Construct concentration data residuals. 

7. Modify guess for model parameters 0 and repeat from step 2. 
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The optimization process is controlled by subroutine dn2fb from the PORT optimiza
tion library, which is a modification of nl2sol incorporating simple bounds. This routine 
requests a vector of least squares residuals from the function evaluation (rather than the 
scalar sum of squares of those residua.ls) so that it can exploit the matrix structure of 
the nonlinear least squares problem. The subroutine dn2fb computes derivatives with re
spect to the model parameters by ta.king finite differences and implements a quasi-Newton 
method with a portion of the Hessian computed exactly and the remainder approximated 
by secant updating. It employs a. trust region globalization strategy for adjustment from 
a poor initial guess and constrains the model parameter iterates within simple bounds. A 
small model para.meter set is preferable, since each derivative approximated using finite dif
ferences requires an additional function evaluation. Since the model parameters represent 
hydraulic conductivities, all (Ji must he positive. We optimize -In( Oi ), and exponentiate 
within each function evaluation, before simulation. The simple bounds 

3 X 10-14 m/s :S: (Ji :S: 2 X 10-3 m/s 

become 
6.214 :S: -ln(O;) :S: 31.138 

and are clearly hounded awa.y from zero. 

3.2 Simulation of Flow and Transport 

The flow simulator for generating pressure and velocity data solves the equations 

- J('\Jp u 

V • u = q, 

with boundary conditions 

where 

p 

p 

U • V 

Po at inflow boundary 

P1 at outflow boundary 

0 on boundaries parallel to flow, 

I( hydraulic conductivity tensor 

p pressure 

u Darcy or superficial velocity 

q source and sink terms 

v vector normal to the boundary, 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

using mixed methods with the next to lowest order Ra.via.rt-Thomas spaces in two dimen
sions to solve simultaneously for pressmes and velocities. The pressure solver is a research 
code originally developed by Wheeler and Ewing. [12],[14],[15],[16] 
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Mixed methods with this choice of approximating space have two notable advantages. 
Diagonal flow can be captured across a gridblock, and velocities have the same order of 
accuracy as pressures, rather than one order less than pressures, which occurs when veloc
ities are obtained by finite differences. This code has no implementation of gravity, giving 
the option of choosing the two dimensions as a horizontal plane or a vertical cross section. 
In the former case, pumping, injecting, or observing wells are possible, while in the latter, 
only observing wells are possible. Despite the well choice limitation, we have chosen to use 
the vertical cross section to study the effects of various models of geological strata. Future 
work will apply these techniques to the horizontal cross section and to the three dimensional 
problem. 

The transport simulator numerically solves the advection-diffusion equation, 

with boundary conditions 

where 

De at + v • ( nc - nv c) = o 

C 

D'\lc • 11 

c0 at inflow boundary 

<J on other boundaries, 

c concentration 

D dispersion and diffusion tensor 

q somce and sink terms, 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

using a characteristic Galerkin finite element method, which uses operator splitting to solve 
the convective and diffusive portions separately, with methods more suited to the behavior 
of each. The diffusion-dispersion portion is solved using Galerkin methods, while convection 
is approximated by the method of characteristics. This combination of methods allows for 
very long timestep choices, since its convergence analysis does not require a CFL constraint 
on the timestep. The transport solver is also a research code, and was originally developed 
by Russell and Wheeler. [10),[7] 

The domain used for the numerical experiments is 45m x 45m, with a uniform 60 X 60 
computational mesh. This square confignration was chosen to separate the effects of adverse 
aspect ratio from the optimization. A long timestep of 5 days for transport simulation was 
chosen to decrease the length of time for individual function evaluation, and all physical 
parameters except hydraulic conductivity, which is mapped from the model parameters, are 
kept constant spatially, temporally, and from one optimization iteration to another. These 
include 

porosity ¢> 

longitudinal dispersion n1 

transverse dispersion CXt 

.5 

5m 

.05 m 

moleclllal l'ff · D -- 4.8 X 10-10 m 2 /s. c ' < 1 USIOn mo/ 
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Similarly, the boundary and initial conditions remain fixed for the entire optimization 
process, and are 

inflow concentration co 

initial domain concentration Cf 

head drop tlp 

100 mg/L 

0 mg/L 

5m, 

where D.p = P1 - po defines the pressure difference between the inflow and outflow bound
aries. 

3.3 Mapping of Parameters to Hydraulic Conductivities 
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Figure 3: Simple Function Mapping of Model Parameters 

For each function evaluation within an optimization, a set of model parameters must be 
mapped from the coarse parameter rne8h to the fine mesh used for simulation. Two op
tions, simple characteristic basis functions and bilinear interpolation, were considered for 
this map. For simple function assignment, model para.meter values (} correspond to the 
centers of spatial regions of the domain defined by an arbitrary grid which is assumed 
coarser than the grid used for the simulation computations. Each point where a value of 
hydraulic conductivity is needed for computation is located within its corresponding coarse 
parameter mesh, and is assigned the model para.meter value of that coarse block. This 
process creates a potentially di8continnous hydraulic conductivity field that is capable of 
capturing geologically stratified systems with a minimal smearing of data and a simple 
physical manifestation of the optimization parameters. Should a computational point fall 
on the boundary of the coarse mesh, averaging is used. When the boundary in question is 
parallel to the direction of the concluctivity needed, the model parameters on either side of 
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Figure 4: Bilinearly Interpolated Map of Model Parameters 

the boundary are arithmetically avera,ged. Should the boundary on which the desired point 
lies be perpendicular to the direction desired, harmonic averaging is used. Figure 3 shows 
a 9 parameter set ( with parameter locations given by asterisks) defined on a 3 x 3 coarse 
mesh (shown by solid lines) with a. 9 x 9 computational mesh (shown by dashed lines). 

When the bilinearly interpolated map is used, parameters are assigned to corner points 
of an arbitrary coarse mesh. Computational points a.re located within the coarse mesh, and 
the corresponding four model para.meter values are averaged using weights corresponding 
to the position within the coarse mesh block. If the point falls on a boundary of the 
parameter mesh, then the weighted average of the two corners is used. If the point coincides 
with a corner of the coarse mesh, then that parameter value is assigned without averaging. 
The hydraulic conductivity field for sinrnla.tion which results is continuous, but is not able 
to capture stratified systems well. Si11ce the process of averaging the model parameters 
"smoothes" the resulting concentration and pressure data, we hypothesize that we are 
losing some of the information contained in the objective function. Figure 4 shows a 9 
parameter set ( with parameter locations given by asterisks) defined on a 2 x 2 coarse mesh 
(shown by solid lines) with a 9 x 9 computational mesh (shown by dashed lines). 

We hypothesize that the bilinea.rly interpolated map may be more effective in capturing 
systems that have less clearly defined strata, i.e., layers of homogeneous hydraulic con
ductivity, where, in contrast, the simple functions may be more likely to capture a clearly 
stratified system accurately. 



4 Observations Concerning Computation 

The practical aspects of this computation are nontrivial. Meeting the twin goals of speed 
and accuracy in numerical optimization can have serious impact on the computing time 
needed. In this section, we discuss the relationship between simulation tolerances and ac
curate resolution of hydraulic conductivity parameters, the need for lengthy simulations 
and the amount of wall time required for these, other details that affect the length of com
putational time, the effects of data sampling on the speed and accuracy of the optimization, 
pros and cons of different techniques for computing derivatives with respect to model pa
rameters, and the extensive data that can be produced in the course of the work and how 
it can be managed. 

4.1 Simulation Tolerances 

Both the flow and transport simulators use preconditioned conjugate gradients to solve the 
matrix system which results from approximating the solution to their respective partial 
differential equations. However, ea.ch simulator uses different preconditioners for their re
spective matrix systems, and the tolerance given by the user must be interpreted differently 
for each one. One similarity, however, is that the tolerances given are applied to the norm 
squared, not just the norm of the residual. Thus a tolerance of 10-20 guarantees only that 
the normed residual unsquared is less than 10-10 . 

We have observed that optimization with lower tolerances, namely 10-20 , is insufficient 
for resolving parameters representing low hydraulic conductivities. We hypothesize that the 
residuals must be resolved to several orders of magnitude smaller than the smallest hydraulic 
conductivity ( which, in our test case, is 10-8 ). We have observed that the optimization is 
more effective and accurate when tolerances of 10-30 are used in both simulators. This tiny 
tolerance, though it produces significantly better results, requires a greater number of con
jugate gradient iterations for ea.ch matrix solve, and thus increases the computational time 
per function evaluation notably. Work is currently pending to understand the relationship 
between the tolerance within the conjugate gradient solver and the hydraulic conductivity 
parameter resolution within the numerical optimization, so that an optimal tolerance can 
be chosen based upon careful analysis. Optimal would be the lowest possible tolerance such 
that the hydraulic conductivities can he resolved accurately by the numerical optimization. 

The optimization routine is likely to attempt function evaluation for model parameter 
values at which convergence ( within the user specified tolerances) is not possible. An exam
ple of such a combination of para.meter values would he one where a very highly permeable 
region is created and a sharp and rapid front results. Tighter simulation tolerances and 
smaller timesteps and computational gridhlocks would be needed to capture the resulting 
sharp front accurately. If function evaluation were not computationally time consuming, 
one could set these tolerances as tightly as possible, allowing for many thousands of itera
tions, tiny timesteps, and small grid blocks, so that function evaluation might succeed for all 
model parameter values attempted. It is important that the optimization routine be able to 
recognize model parameter combinations where the function cannot be evaluated. Future 
work on this problem should also consider the possibility of tightening simulation tolerances 
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as the optimization proceeds, so that larger tolerances a.re used early in the optimization, 
when the parameter guesses a.re not very close to the solution, and smaller tolerances are 
used later in the optimization, as the solution is approached. 

4.2 Well Type and Simulation Length 

time=lOOOO days 
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MINIMUM 

-0.35 

MAXIMUM 

100.00 

Figure 5: Concentration Contour Data at 10000 days 

In a contaminated groundwater site, there may or may not be active pumping wells which 
draw the contaminant through the aquifer. We have used a test problem where there are 
no pumping wells, only wellhores with observation points along the bore. This placement 
of observation points along the bore is a point of difference between the reservoir charac
terization problems for oil reservoirs and aquifers, since oil well data is such that only a 
single datum (measured at the bottom of the well) is available, while in the aquifer problem, 
data can be measured along the bore. The use of only observation wells is a mathematical 
simplification, since any real well must have a nonzero pumping rate in order to measure 
the data. The mathematics of accurate well modeling is certainly an important aspect of 
this problem, and one which is an open question. 

Because we have chosen to use flow by natural gradients only ( and not the enhanced flow 
which would result from the preseILce of pumping wells), the transport of contaminant is 
quite slow. In order to have concentration data. which varies the full spectrum of possibilities 
for one well relatively near the inflow boundary, the simulation must be 10,000 simulation 
days. This can be quite costly in terms of computational time, particularly in light of the 
tighter conjugate gradient toleraILces needed for accurate numerical optimization. Figure 5 
shows the concentration contours at the eILd of a. simulation which uses the model parameter 
values corresponding to the hydraulic cc)Il(luctivity field from which the data to be matched 
were generated. The contaminant has not arrived to large areas of the domain. 
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4.3 Other Comments on the Reduction of Computational Time 

A number of decisions have heen ma.de solely to reduce the computational time needed. 
We give a brief description of ea.ch of these assumptions and choices and how they affect 
the computation. 

We assume steady state flow, so that the flow equation need not be solved at every 
timestep of the transport simulation. The lack of pumping wells makes this a reason
able assumption. Because the flow equation is solved only once at each timestep and the 
transport equation is solved 2000 times, once at each timestep of 5 days, the bulk of the 
computation time for a single function evaluation is spent determining concentrations in 
the transport simulation. 

We have chosen small and simple problems for investigating this optimization method. 
Timestep and computational mesh sizes were chosen to be as large as possible so that 
accuracy could be maintained while still reducing the size of the matrix problems to be 
solved, and thus reducing computing time. A small number of parameters is used in our 
mathematical model of the geological strata; this reduces the number of additional function 
evaluations needed for the detennina.tion of derivatives with respect to the model parame
ters. Furthermore, auto-scaling was added to the flow code to scale the matrix problem as 
efficiently as possible. This significantly reduced the number of conjugate gradient iterations 
to convergence. 

4.4 Derivatives with Respect to Model Parameters 

Because there is no analytic expression for the partial derivatives of the objective function 
with respect to the model parameters, some method of approximating these derivatives 
must be used. We lea.med of fonr optious to do this: finite differences, sensitivity equations, 
adjoint equations, and automatic differentiation. We chose to use finite differences because 
it was simplest to implement, hut the other three options deserve consideration. Because 
we used finite differences, an a.dditioual function evaluation is required for each partial 
derivative in the gradient. Thus, it is desirable to keep the number of model parameters 
small, since the cost involved in computing function evaluations is quite large. 

The sensitivity equa.tions approach requires one complete simulation per partial deriva
tive, an computational load equivalent to tha.t of finite differences. In light of the additional 
coding needed to implement this method, we did not consider it to be the best choice. The 
adjoint equations give the derivatives from the Hilbert space adjoint of the sensitivity equa
tions, which is a matrix-vector product, rather than the matrix-matrix product that arises 
from sensitivity equations, and thus requires only one complete simulation to approximate 
the gradient. This method would be preferable to sensitivity equations, though it requires 
a significant analysis and effort. 

Another research group at Rice is developing a code called ADIFOR ( automatic differen
tiation of Fortran) which accepts as input a computer program written in Fortran, together 
with information identifying the dependent and independent variables, and returns a pro
gram that computes both the function and the requested partial derivatives. The ADIFOR 
program is still being developed, and numerous changes to the function evaluation code 
we used would be needed hefore ADIFOR coulcl accept it. Such a program would give 
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derivatives with respect to the n11111erical implementation that may be more accurate than 
those obtained by other methods, aud is an option which certainly should be considered in 
the future. 

4.5 Data Sampling 

We used several types of data sampling and found that pointwise data extraction led to 
more efficient identification. Pointwise selection was not a problem, since we were matching 
a numerical approximation to the solution of a partial differential equation to numerically 
generated data. In matching real well data, one should consider that the error estimates 
for solving the partial differential equations are given in integral norms, and thus pointwise 
values should not be trusted as measures of actual flow and transport. We attempted to 
consider averaged values for this reason, but found that the averaging caused a "smoothing" 
effect similar to that caused by the hilinearly interpolated map. 

The objective function is highly sensitive to various modeling choices, namely the num
ber and placement of wells, the nnrnher of sample points within each well, and the frequency 
with which concentration samples are taken. It is somewhat less sensitive to other mod
eling choices, such as how much data is extracted at each point and the error tolerances 
used within the simulators. We found that it is important to sample fewer spatial locations 
with a greater temporal frequency, thus creating a sense of "time continuity" in the data. 
Otherwise, concentration data hehave in a somewhat "boolean" fashion, being either zero 
or one depending upon whether the contaminant front has passed the corresponding spatial 
location or not. 

4.6 Data Structures 

Four types of data are needed while developing the combined codes for optimization. First, 
the optimization routine produces parameter combinations and their corresponding objec
tive function values. Second, function evaluation produces complete forward simulations 
of flow and transport. The third data, type is the pressure and concentration data to be 
matched, together with the location of this data. within the simulation domain, which must 
be stored and accessed at ea.ch function evaluation. The last data set is the data needed for 
debugging and monitoring the progress of the optimization, which can be reduced arbitrar
ily, unlike the first three types. Because ea.ch of the first three data sets can be large, one 
cannot allow uninhibited data. output to limited disk space. While developing the combined 
codes for optimization, we have found it useful to implement switches that confine output 
to that which is currently needed. 
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5 Numerical Results 
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Figure 6: Vertical Cross Section, 1st configuration 

The objective function was constructed with combined pressure and concentration data 
sampled at the spatial locations shown in Figure G. 

Concentration data were measured every 100 days at 11 spatial locations per well in 
two wells, giving an objective fuuction with 22 pressure and 2200 concentration residuals. 
Model parameters were mapped to hydraulic conductivities using simple functions. The 
optimization routine reduced the combined objective function from 770.67 to .16 x 10-16 

and halted when the successive model parameter iterates became sufficiently close to each 
other. The results for individual parameters are summarized in Table 1. 

generated recovered abs. error rel. error 
.1 X 10-4 .100000000000000516 X 10-4 5. x 10-:lU 5. X 10-i:. 
.1 X 10-o .999999999960265772 X 10- 7 3. x 10-HS 3. X 10-11 

.1 X 10-5 .10000000000742:3G25 X 10-5 7. X 10-tr 7. X 10-11 

.1 X 10-5 .324288599533585452 X 10-4 2. X 10-5 2. X 101 

Table 1: Parameter Recovery Results, 1st configuration 

The match is very good for the first three values, and very poor for the last. This may 
be because the last parameter region duplicates the third. It could also be an effect of data 
placement on the behavior of the objective function, since data in the fourth parameter 
region do not reflect any of the trausition regions between geological strata. It may also be 
a reflection of a limited parameter set. It may also be a function of the initial guess. That 
the problem is ill-posed is known.[17] 
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For the second configuration for which results reported here, we have added three more 
data points per well for a total of 28 spatial locations, giving an objective function with 28 
pressure and 2800 concentration residuals. The number of model parameters was increased 
from four to eight, as is depicted in Figure 7. All other details remain as given for the first 
configuration. 
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Figure 7: Vertical Cross Section, 2nd Configuration 

The optimization routine reduced the combined objective function from 973.97 to .62 X 

10-20 and halted when both the successive model parameter iterates became sufficiently 
close to each other and the function values had become sufficiently small. The results for 
individual parameters are sumrnarized in Table 2. 

generated recovered abs. error rel. error 
.1 X 10-4 .99!)9!)!)!)!)9!)!)967G515 X 10-a 4. X 10-Hs 4. X 10-l3 

.1 X 10-4 .1000000000000GG771 x 10-4 4. X 10-lS 4. X 10-13 

.1 X 10-o .10000005157498G156 X 10-b 5. X 10-14 5. X 10-r 

.1 X 10-6 .100000000001351741 X 10-0 9. X 10-11:s 9. X 10-11 

.1 X 10-5 .100000000001!)!)4716 X 10-5 9. X 10-17 9. X 10-11 

.1 X 10-5 .!)!)!)!)!)7302713012550 X 10-6 3. X 10-n 3. X 10-6 

.1 X 10-a .124568335255425723 X 10- 0

• 2. X 10-r 2. X 10-l 
.1 X 10-5 .15:373Gl87948835!)1G x 10-6 9. X 10- 7 9. X 10-1 

Table 2: Para.meter Recovery Results, 2nd Configuration 

The recovery is greatly improved for this case, though the accuracy of the values in the 
7th and 8th parameter regions is decidedly less than that of the other regions. 

Another run of the four parameter problem with slightly decreased error tolerances for 
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the simulations of flow and transport (but in all other ways equal to configuration 1) had 
terminated with a similarly bad approximation to parameter 4, prompting us to plot the 
objective function along a line of points from the solution obtained to the "true" solution. 
We concluded from this plot, shown in Figure 8, that the objective function did not have a 
clear descent direction from its final set of model parameter guesses. 

#NiflXlt. (,hl-4,.hl-O,.hJ-5,,731(.ltJ.4) 

w 

1.4 

0.4 

0.2 

~ 1t1 ro ~ ~ ~ oo ro ~ ~ 100 
if1Claxolpn1il1 

Figure 8: Objective Function from Poor Result to True Solution, 1st Configuration 

Midway through the optimization procedure for the second configuration, typical pa
rameter guesses for the first six para.meters would be close to the desired solution, but 
totally wrong for the 7th and 8th para.meter guesses, as given in Table 3. 

parameter parameter value 
1 0.9!)9999995444744136 X 10-a 
2 0.99999!)258153204093 X 10-5 

:3 0.27289399536291130!) X 10-o 
4 0.9!)!)()!)9452010947085 X 10-r 
5 0.9!)!)!)97723211561149 X 10-0 

fi 0.525818161641483452 X 10-a 
7 0.522483!)82488217835 X 10-4 

8 0.19538£3157525452378 X 10-9 

Table 3: Typical Parameter Values During Optimization, 2nd Configuration 

We discuss two aspects of the appearance of this type of iterates. First, this phenomenon 
suggests that even for the eight para.meter problem, the objective function has small values 
(i.e. local minima) for para.meter combinations that a.re nearly correct for the first six 
parameters while being totally wroug for the 7th and 8th zones. Unlike the four parameter 
case, though, there is a descent direction that returns the iterates to guesses that are much 
closer to the true values in the la.st two regions, though still not as accurate as the answers 
given for other values. It appears that increasing the dimensionality of the model parameter 
space has opened this avenue. Variation of the initial guess leads us to believe that there is 
nothing special a.bout the 7th and 8th zones, since different initial guesses lead to iterates 
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where the majority of zones a.re correct and a small number, not always the 7th and 8th, 
are not. 

Secondly, we point out that such iterates lead to the solution of a highly ill-conditioned 
matrix in the flow simulation. Because this matrix is nearly singular, the number of iter
ations required for convergence rises dramatically when the system is not preconditioned 
with this possibility in mind, as is the case in our current simulator. In his thesis, Cowsar [5) 
suggests a preconditioner for the matrix which arises from flow simulations having adjacent 
hydraulic conductivities varying hy several orders of magnitude. 

6 Conclusions 

We have matched model para.meters representing hydraulic conductivity by mm1m1zmg 
an objective function of pressure data from flow simulations and concentration data from 
transport simulations. We have commented on some of the computational and theoretical 
issues, and we have given numerical results for parameter identification from artificial data. 
We have observed that the combination of optimization, and flow and transport simulations 
leaves many options for variation, lmt that the methodology is sound and worthy of further 
investigation. 

7 Future Work 

We plan to study this methodology using pumping wells and three dimensional simulations. 
We also will compare various methods of computing derivatives with respect to model 
parameters. We would like to match more complicated artificial data and real data. 

The author gratefully acknowledges the insight and assistance of Dr. Robert Michael 
Lewis, the enthusiasm and inspiration of Dr. Mary F. Wheeler, and the criticisms of Dr. 
Virginia Torczon, Monica, Ma.rtinez, a.ucl Dr. Clint Dawson. 
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